NOTES:

1. AC Pedestal units are for private applications only. Not UPS approved.

2. May be installed outside or inside - see foundation specification details within the AC Installation Manual.
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Compartments:

- Front compartment: 2 shelves, 28" (to bottom), 30" (to tenant lock)
- Middle compartment: 4 shelves, 28" (to top), 30" (to tenant lock)
- Rear compartment: 4 shelves, 28" (to top), 30" (to tenant lock)

Dimensions:

- Pedestal detail: 12" height, 10" width, 12" depth
- Main compartment: 4 shelves, 28" (to top), 30" (to tenant lock)

Product Series: Versatile AC Pedestal Mount Mailbox, 4C105-4P